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- Introduction.- 

The center of gravity is critical to the aircraft's ability to fly, a determination of 
the aircraft's center of gravity and total weight is necessary, and, required by 
the FAA, EU-OPS and most other Civil Aviation Authorities before every take-off.  
The loadsheet must reflect the actual load and balance of the aircraft prior 
take-off and must be prepared in accordance with the Airline's and official 
regulations.   

The loadsheet can be manual or automated. Manual loadsheet requires 5 to 15 
minutes depending on their complexity and the skill of the person in charge of 
processing. Mathematical and other errors are possible. The automated 
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loadsheet can be rendered in few minutes, but many of them may experience 
system's shutdown when the connection is down ( centralized systems ). 

However, our system does not have that problem. Because LOBYC  is an 

independent program which does not need to rely upon external CPU's or 
phone connections. That's what makes it so quick.  Furthermore, the program 
will continue to do its job even if there are breakdowns in other systems. This is 
where a program like LOBYC ® proves its worth. 

For this reason our system LOBYC ® will always ensure its mechanized 
production in less than a minute ( narrow-body aircraft ) 

Example of manual loadsheet ( 5 to 15 minutes for prossesing ). 

 

Automated load and balance system LOBYC ® implementation - 

LOBYC  is independent of other systems, though compatible with any DCS 

system. This means you can install the LOBYC  program on any computer 

either desktop or laptop. 

For this reason, the LOBYC  program offers the following solutions : 

1. Handling agent or representative. Only a computer and a printer are 

sufficient to print the loadsheet in less than a minute using LOBYC . 

2. Centralized flight dispatcher office. No matter where the plane is. Just 
transmit to the flight dispatcher the data needed for the loadsheet. Then they 
make it and send it via email, fax or even the pilot via ACARS (Aircraft 
Communications Addressing and Reporting System) or their smart - phone.         
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3. The same pilot. He only needs a netbook ( laptop ). Printer is not 
neccesary. The handling agent or representative shall transmit the pilot data 
necessary to make the loadsheet using the following form - " Loadsheet 
information form " - in triplicate. The pilot entered the information on his 
netbook and transfer the 11 data to the " Loadsheet information form ". 
Captain will sign it and will give a copy to the ground agent to be filed at least 
three months. 

Exemple of Loadsheet information form 

 

For this example we used blue colour for the data entered by the handling 
agent or representative. Data also can provide the pilot by radio. In green 
colour the data entered by the pilot. 
 
LOBYC  save time, fuel, effort and reduces the overall operating cost 

of the aircraft. 
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Exemple of automated loadsheet ( rendered in less than 1 minute ). 
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